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Abstract
This whitepaper provides a solution overview of migrating from Transit VPC (Cisco CSR based) 
to a Transit Gateway service. It is intended for Solution Architects and Network engineers 
who are responsible for building robust and scalable network infrastructure between AWS 
environments, remote hubs, and third-party service providers. 
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Introduction
This document provides a solution overview of the migration process from a Transit VPC to a Transit Gateway. 
In addition, it identifies advantages, disadvantages and service limits that might be blockers. It is assumed 
that the reader has common knowledge of core network services, such as Network Address Translation (NAT), 
Static Routing, Border Routing Protocol (BGP), Virtual Routing Forwarding (VRF), Internet Protocol Security 
(IPSec), and Virtual Private Network (VPN). Furthermore, the reader should also have basic knowledge of 
AWS network services and their features. All services and features that are part of the solution are outlined 
below in the document.

Overview
We will use as an example the project we executed for one of our customers that is a company that manages 
many geographically disperse remote hubs, to help illustrate the process and make easier to explain. They 
provide services to the remote hubs by peering with environments deployed in AWS and third-party service 
providers. For the purpose of this paper let us refer to it as company “A”. 

All managed remote hubs within company “A” are redundantly connected to the AWS and third-party service 
providers through AWS Transit Virtual Private Cloud. In the core of that hub and spoke network topology, 
remote hubs are spokes, and the Transit VPC acts as a central hub, with a pair of Cisco Cloud Service Routers 
(CSR) running on EC2 instances. By leveraging network concepts like VRF, MP-BGP, and IPSec, CSRs provide 
routing isolations, dynamic routing and secure connectivity between service providers and remote hubs.

Project Background
Company “A” has a pair of routing capable appliances, running in L2 cluster mode, in a colocation Data 
Center (DC). These routers are used as primary entry point to AWS and as an Internet breakout for all 
remote hubs. Each hub has either IP-to-IP VPN (MPLS Layer 3 VPN), or Ethernet link (EoMPLS), and a BGP 
build to the DC routers. For connecting to AWS the DC routers are using a pair of redundant AWS Direct 
Connect connections. Each connection uses a different circuit and runs on separate hardware in order to 
guarantee fault tolerance. The DC routers have separate BGP connections built on top of each Direct Connect 
connection to a Virtual Private Gateway, which on the other end has IPSec VPN tunnels, and BGP peering to 
both CSR’s in Transit VPC.

The Transit VPC CSRs act as a central point between third-party service providers, VPC services hosted in 
AWS and all remote hubs. Services hosted in AWS VPCs are connected to Virtual Private Gateways that are 
attached to each VPC. Each of these VPG’s has IPSec VPN tunnels and BGP to both CSR’s. 

Transit VPC CSR’s also have IPSec tunnels built over the Internet to various third-party service providers. 
Some of them are BGP (routing based) VPN tunnels, others are static (policy-based) VPN’s.

Each remote hub has a direct IP-to-IP BGP VPN tunnel built over the internet to both CSR’s.  These tunnels act 
as a secondary path to AWS and third-party service providers in case of connectivity to the DC routers fails. 
In such a scenario, remote hubs use local internet breakout and utilize CSR’s tunnels only for connecting to 
VPC services hosted in AWS and third-party service providers.

Users who require a direct connection to the company “A” environment use the Cisco AnyConnect client. 
After authenticating through the AWS Simple Active Directory service, the AnyConnect software builds an 
SSL encrypted IP-to-IP tunnel to one of the CSR’s. All AnyConnect users are NAT’d by CSR to a predefined IP 
network range.
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Project Requirements 
Running CSR’s on EC2 instances adds to the cost and complexity of the overall solution. As the majority of 
the IP-to-IP tunnels are terminated directly on the software routing appliances, there is no visibility, from an 
AWS perspective, on the tunnel state and BGP prefixes that have been advertised. Furthermore, there is no 
native integration between the CSR’s and AWS monitoring and notification services.

■■ Site-to-site VPN tunnels state visibility

■■ Routing paths visibility

■■ Integration with cloud monitoring and alerting services

■■ Integration with existing IaC approach

After AWS announced the Transit Gateway service, company “A” is looking into a possible migration from a 
Transit VPC solution to an AWS managed service. 

Solution Details
Although AWS Transit Gateway provides similar functionality as the existing solution built on Transit VPC, 
there are some parts of the current solution that need to be redesigned. A detailed breakdown of the most 
challenging parts of the solution is listed below.

Direct Connect
Currently, the DC routers are connected to AWS via private Virtual Interfaces (VIFs).

Current:
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As there is still no direct integration between AWS Transit Gateway and the Direct Connect service, it is 
required to use public Virtual Interface. Received public prefixes from AWS over Public VIF could be filtered 
via community tag, or via prefix-list. The goal is to install in local VRF routing table only prefixes containing 
public IPs, used for building VPN tunnels to AWS Transit Gateway. Although filtering is not required, it will save 
valuable memory and CPU resources on the customer DC routers.

Future:
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Client VPN users
Currently, all VPN clients are using Cisco AnyConnect software for building an SSL tunnel to one of the CSR’s. 
Users are authenticated through Company “A” AWS Simple Active Directory service and NAT’d (One-to-one 
NAT) to a well-defined VPN users IP range.

Current: 

AWS provides Client VPN service which would be a perfect fit for the company “A” setup. AWS Client VPN is 
based on OpenVPN open source solution, and it has direct integration with Simple Active Directory service 
for authentication. Unlike AnyConnect, AWS Client VPN natively supports user network access differentiation 
based on AD groups. Different AD groups can have access to specific network segments through the use 
of authorization rules. VPN users will be NAT’d on the way to Transit Gateway. However, instead of One-to-
One NAT, Client VPN supports only One-to-Many NAT (Port Address Translation). That should not cause any 
concerns as again all VPN clients will be NAT’d to a predefined IP address range.

Future
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Site-to-Site VPN tunnels
In company “A”’s case, most of it’s site-to-site VPN tunnels to third-party service providers were not supported 
on the AWS Transit Gateway. The only option is to build new tunnels that correspond to AWS Site-to-Site VPN 
requirements.

Building new VPN tunnels may require high effort and additional testing from the service providers side.

VPN tunnels attached to Virtual Private Gateway

Existing VPN tunnels to VPG’s can be easily migrated to AWS Transit Gateway, as VPG’s won’t be required and 
Transit Gateway can be directly attached to required VPC’s, or VPN tunnels can be directly attached to the 
Transit Gateway.

Even though VPN tunnels terminated on VGW’s are AWS VPN connections, they are not AWS Classic VPN 
connections, and they cannot be just reattached to the Transit Gateway. New tunnels should be built, and the 
only change required on the customer gateway side is to change corresponding AWS Public IP addresses.
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Current: 

Future: 

Site-to-Site VPN tunnels to remote hubs

Existing VPN tunnels to all company “A” managed remote hubs are natively supported on Transit Gateway, 
and as with VPG’s VPN tunnels, they can’t be just reattached. It is required to create new tunnels and attach 
them to the Transit Gateway.

Site-to-Site VPN tunnels requiring NAT

Although AWS Transit Gateway does not provide native NAT functionality, if needed NAT can be provided for 
custom Site-to-Site VPN tunnels. It should be noted that direct network to network NAT cannot be achieved. 
With the use of custom NAT VPC and NAT instances, Transit Gateway can provide only One-to-Many (PAT) NAT. 
That is a critical point that needs to be considered when establishing VPN tunnels to secure environments 
that are under PCI, SOC2, etc. compliance.
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Future: 
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Post-Migration Overview
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Migration approach
When reviewing migration approaches, there are two main options.

The first option is to migrate everything at once, or as I like to call it “big bang approach”. As in the company 
“A” case, there were a lot of components that need to be changed and even small configuration deviations 
could lead to unpredictable consequences (the butterfly effect). This approach was not even considered as 
a viable option. Although in the case of a much smaller environment, with a reasonable number of remote 
hubs and VPC’s, it might be worth considering this approach.

The second option is to allow a smooth migration between Transit VPC and Transit Gateway. This approach 
requires Transit VPC and Transit Gateway coexistence. As a first step Transit Gateway should be connected 
to Transit VPC with two new VPN connections running in a dedicated Virtual Router Forwarding on the CSR’s 
side. As a next step each component, like a VPC or an individual site-to-site VPN tunnel, could be migrated to 
Transit Gateway allowing it to interoperate with the rest of the environment still working through the Transit 
VPC. This approach will also allow testing of the new site-to-site VPN tunnels before disabling them on the 
CSR’s.
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Solution Limitations
Although more scalable and elastic than Transit VPC, Transit Gateway has it‘s own limitations. The main one 
is that Transit Gateway is a regional service. Limiting it to only single regional environments. At AWS re:Invent 
2018, it has been announced that multiregional support is coming soon. However, as of March 2019, Transit 
Gateway still lacks multi-regional support.

Other relevant limitations are 20 routing tables per Transit Gateway and a bandwidth limit of 1.25 Gbps per 
VPN connection.

As in our company “A”’s case, the Direct Connect links were 1 Gbps, VPN tunnels between Transit Gateway and 
CSR’s would not exceed the limit of 1.25 Gbps. Nevertheless, if there is a need for more throughput, ECMP 
(Equal Cost Multipath) can be enabled on the Transit Gateway and redundant VPN tunnels can be added in 
order to increase the overall bandwidth. Frankly speaking, when you are migrating from an existing solution 
based on VPN connections this should not be a concern, as this is not something new. All Virtual Private 
Gateways have such throughput limit.

Next comes the Transit Gateway route tables limit. As each Transit Gateway attachment is associated with 
only one route table, this would mean that each Transit Gateway is limited to 20 unique routing domains. In 
our company “A”’s case, all remote hubs had the same routing requirements, so 20 domains were more than 
enough. This limit should be evaluated case by case. Repetitive routing patterns could be considered as good 
candidates for a common routing domain. In cases where there is a need for more than 20 routing domains, 
there are two options. If the network topology allows it a second Transit Gateway could be used. Or the 
restriction could be shifted out of Transit Gateway to VPC level (Security Groups or NACL), or the customer 
gateway (BGP prefix filtering).

Cost comparison
In order to compare the cost of both solutions, we need to make some assumptions.

Assuming that the current Transit VPC solution is using Cisco CSR 1000V - AX Pkg. Max Performance running 
on c4.large EC2 instances in the Frankfurt region.

Transit VPC cost:

Now let’s assume there are 20 remote hubs, 6 VPN connections with service providers, the AWS environment 
consists of 6 different VPC’s, and each CSR has ~115GB per month inbound traffic.

Transit Gateway Traffic Processed

115*2 + 115*2 = 460GB per month for both CSR’s
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Transit Gateway attachments

Adding two VPN connection for Direct Connect solution 20 + 6 + 6 + 2 = 34

AWS Site-to-Site VPN connections

All VPN connections previously terminating on CSR’s needs to be re-configured as AWS VPN Site-to-Site 
connections, also adding two VPN connections for the new Direct Connect solution 20 + 6 + 2 = 28

Transit Gateway cost:

*   Client VPN cost is based on low expected usage

In company “A”’s case if the cost of the Transit VPC solution was calculated based only on instance plus 
software price, then the costs would be almost equal. However, when adding engineering time and third-
party monitoring solutions to the overall cost of running a Transit VPC solution, the Transit Gateway solution 
costs less. It should be noted that this comparison is based on the Cisco CSR 1000V AX platform. For Transit 
VPC firewall solutions, like Palo Alto, the difference in costs could become drastic. As in general, firewall 
software appliances have more significant instance requirements and overall inferior package per second 
performance.
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Conclusion
Even though migrating from Transit VPC to Transit Gateway does not seem to bring substantial cost savings, 
it has a lot of advantages that can bring indirect savings in the long run. 

Transit Gateway is far more natively scalable than Transit VPC. Enabling ECMP can load balance traffic 
between VPN’s advertising the same prefix, thus overcoming the AWS VPN connection limitations of 1.25Gbps. 
The critical concept in the case of stateful appliances on the other side of those Site-to-Site VPN tunnels is 
to do Source NAT on the customer gateways. Performing SNAT will guarantee that return traffic is sent to 
the VPN tunnel on which it originates.

Like all AWS managed services, Transit Gateway offloads the burden of managing BGP, and IPSec. Its 
integration with VPC Flow Logs saves engineering time and effort from troubleshooting complex network 
issues.

Its integration with CloudTrail provides native support for auditing and access management, which is crucial 
for environments under security compliances (PCI, SOC, etc.).

Transit Gateway is also integrated with CloudWatch, providing valuable metrics and logs that are parts of 
any monitoring and alerting solution.

It is also now supported in the HashiCorp Terraform tool, aligning with the existing Infrastructure as Code 
(IaC) approach. IaC removes the risk associated with human error, like manual misconfiguration, decreasing 
downtime, and increasing reliability by codifying infrastructure. 
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